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Target Sign for Song 1: Circle Time 
(rotate curved fingers in the shape of a circle) 

Suggestion: Use as a call to circle time or singing time together 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                  Circle Time 
Circle Time 
Circle Time 

(Try using a visual of “circle time” if the child does 
not come over. If needed, gently guide physically 

to the circle time area) 
 

It’s time to sing with me 

          Target Sign for Song 5:  More 
(move fingertips together repeatedly) 

Suggeested items:  feather or stuffed animal to tickle 

 
 
 
 
 

            
          More, more, I want more… (repeat) 

More tickles on my arm (tickle arms) 
More tickles on my nose (tickle nose) 

More tickles on my tummy (tickle tummy) 
More tickles on my toes (tickle toes) 

More tickles on my hands (tickle hands) 
More tickles on my cheeks (tickle cheeks) 

More tickles no my legs (tickle legs) 
More tickles on my feet (tickle feet) 

 
 

Song List 
1.  Circle Time 
2.  Hello 
3.  Bubbles  
4.  Come On 
5.  More Tickles              
6.  I Love You  
7.  I want to Wiggle 
8.  Eat 
9.  My Turn 
10.  My Drink 
11.  The Bathroom 
12. Take a Bath 
13.  My Blanket 
14.  Night Night 
15.  Time to Go 
 

Target Sign for Song 3: Bubbles 
(form a circle with thumb and fingers, as if popping 

bubbles moving up in the air)  
Suggested item: bubbles 

 

 
 
 
 
 

     Bubbles, bubbles, blowing bubbles up…(repeat) 
(point up, then blow bubbles up, or just blow up if 

bubbles are not available) 
bubbles, bubbles 

blowing bubbles down 
(point down,   then blow bubbles down, or just blow 

down if bubbles are not available) 
Pop, pop, pop (pop bubbles or pretend by clapping) 

Target Sign for Song 7: Want 
(close hands while bringing them close to the body) 
Suggested items: pom poms or stuffed animal to wiggle 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

             I want to wiggle…(repeat) 
(stand up and  wiggle your bodies to the beat) 

 
Wiggle Fast (wiggle your body fast) 

 
Wiggle Slow (wiggle your body slow) 

 
 

  
  

 

  
  


